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YOUR MISSION
Five museums need you for a special mission!
In preparation for the Paris 2024 Olympic Games, the Centre Pompidou, the 
Louvre, the Musée d’Orsay, the Musée de l’Orangerie and the Musée du Quai Branly 
– Jacques Chirac have been studying a manuscript written by the founder of the 
modern Games, Pierre de Coubertin. The document contains five secret sentences. 
One thing is certain: each sentence is connected to a museum and derives its 
meaning from a strong tie between sport and culture. 

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to help each museum find the 
meaning of its secret sentence with the help of this sleuthing team:

Each of them thinks they have deciphered the manuscript. But who has the correct 
answer?
Find out by completing seven challenges based on artworks or garden features at 
each museum. Solve each puzzle to disqualify a team member and discover who 
has the correct answer.

The most determined players could be rewarded in a prize draw.

The fun isn’t over! Complete the puzzle adventures at 
the four other museums to increase your chance of 
winning in the draw! Use the five secret sentences to 
write a final message on the puzzle passport. 

Keep up the pace

The three Olympic values are friendship, respect and excellence. The four 

values added by the Paralympic movement are courage, determination, 

inspiration and equality.  These values will help you in your mission!

Fun fact
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Welcome to the Tuileries Garden!
This French garden par excellence is a part 
of the Musée du Louvre.

The location of each challenge in your 
adventure is indicated by a flower, found on 
the map on page 4.

Set off to find them in whatever order you like! Use each correct answer to 
eliminate the secret sentence of a sleuth at the end of the booklet. 
Watch out! One of the sleuths will be disqualified twice.

The last sleuth left after completing the seven challenges has the 
correct answer.

To enter the draw, write the number of the correct secret sentence on your coupon 
and deposit it in the ballot box located at the reception point indicated on the map.
Deadline: June 2. Good luck!

Take the time to read the explanatory labels on the 
garden works, which are full of valuable information 
for your investigation!

SLEUTHING TIP

TO SOLVE THE PUZZLES, 

YOU WILL NEED TO: 

be in front of the artworks or garden features

be observant

have a pencil

don’t walk on the lawn 

don’t skate or cycle 

don’t pick any flowers

GAME RULES



YOUR SEARCH AREA
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The number or sleuth to disqualify:

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Inspiration
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YOUR CHALLENGE: Branch out

This point of interest is
Its name is

The Tuileries Garden is a green haven 
in the heart of Paris, guarded by over 
3,000 inspired trees. Silent but attentive, 
nothing gets past them.

Compare the drawings below with the 
tree you discover. A little hint: the large 
round pool should be on your back. Once 
you’ve identified it, disqualify the sleuth 
at its feet on the last page: he or she 
hasn’t found the right secret sentence.



YOUR CHALLENGE: Face the heavyweight Hercules

The number or sleuth to disqualify:

OLYMPIC VALUE: Excellence
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Title of the work
Artist’s name

Hercules holds a precious treasure in 
his hand and wants to place it on the 
scale to the right.
Walk around the statue to see what 
it is! 
Study the objects and their weights to 
determine how the scales will tip.
Found the answer?
Eliminate the sleuth next to the heavier 
scale to get closer to your goal!

Have you heard of the twelve labours of 

Hercules? One of them is hiding in the 

Louvre. Find Hercules fighting the Hydra 

in the Denon wing of the Museum, 

Level 0, room 403!

Info corner



The number or sleuth to disqualify:

OLYMPIC VALUE: Respect
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YOUR CHALLENGE: Connect the roots

Title of the work
Artist’s name

Meg is certain: these roots hide a clue 
that will help you disqualify one of the 
team’s sleuths.
Study the sign in front of the work – its 
name will help you guess which letters 
you need for your challenge!
One sleuth’s name contains all these 
letters. This sleuth did not find the 
right secret sentence.

Info corner

Look at this uprooted oak. It looks 

dead... But at the end of each of its five 

branches, a tree is reborn! A beautiful 

message of hope, isn’t it?

Found the answer?

Remove that sleuth from the race 

to continue the adventure!



YOUR CHALLENGE: Become a blossoming supersleuth

The number or sleuth to disqualify:

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Equality
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If your map skills are medal worthy, 
you should now be standing before 
a potted plant. The plant’s 12-letter 
name appears on the sign. Start by 
eliminating the first and last letters of 
this name. Next, eliminate the fourth 
and tenth letters as well.

Rearrange the remaining letters in the 
correct order to learn which sleuth 
is wrong and eliminate their secret 
sentence at the end of the booklet.

Using the decoded 

message, disqualify 

the sleuth who lied!

 6    8    9    5   2    11    7    3  

This point of interest is
Its name is



The number or sleuth to disqualify:

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Courage
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YOUR CHALLENGE: Find your way out of the labyrinth

Title of the work
Artist’s name

Both paths out of the labyrinth lead you 
to a sleuth who thinks they have the 
correct sentence...
Which should you disqualify?
Study the sculpture carefully: Theseus 
holds the weapon found on the path to 
the sleuth you must disqualify. Don’t 
get lost!

Info corner

Find Theseus fighting the 

Minotaur in the Richelieu wing of 

the Louvre, Level -1, Cour Puget, 

room 105!



YOUR CHALLENGE: Win the race

The number or sleuth to disqualify:

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Determination
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Title of the work
Artist’s name

Hippomenes looks back in search of his 
running partner Atalanta, but she has 
disappeared!
Study the statue of Atalanta, to the right 
of the pond. Somewhere on the pages of 
this booklet is a sleuth in the exact same 
position. He or she does not have the 
correct secret sentence!

Info corner

Hippomenes or Atalanta – do you

know who won the race? Read about 

this myth and find these beautiful 

sculptures in the Richelieu wing of the 

Louvre, Level 0, Cour Marly, room 102!

Found the answer?

Mark the sleuth disqualified 

on the last page to get 

closer to your goal.



The number or sleuth to disqualify:

OLYMPIC VALUE: Friendship
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YOUR CHALLENGE: Hunt for the odd one out

Title of this work
Artist’s name

In a hurry to meet her four-legged 
friend, Diana has forgotten an essential 
item for their hunting trip. Study the 
statue carefully to see what’s missing.

Info corner

Diana, also known as Artemis, lives 

in the forest and is the goddess of 

the hunt in Greek mythology. Find 

Diana and her hunting companion 

in the Richelieu wing of the Louvre, 

Level -1, room 102!

Found the answer?

The number below the forgotten 

item matches the sleuth to 

disqualify in this challenge.



Deposit this coupon in the ballot box to enter the draw for a chance to win a prize.

Game rules have been filed with the competent enforcement officer and are available here: five-museums-for-the-games.com. Your data will only be used to contact you if your coupon is drawn.

First name:

Email :

Address:

Zip code:

Last name:

City: Country:

The correct answer 
is number:

Telephone number:

Found the right answer? Fill out your coupon, get your passport stamped at the reception point, 
and continue the adventure at the other four museums!

An open-air museum.

Ready, set, go!

On the road to art.

The artwork race.

Art grows athletes! 

Bring art and sport together 
to win gold.

Glass and stone.
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ADAM

LÉONARD

WILLIAM

CÉLESTE

MARTINE

MÉLODIE

OMER & MEG

WHICH IS THE CORRECT 
SECRET SENTENCE?


